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� Several theories suggest that extraverts implicitly associate people with rewards. � Study 1 used an implicit association test to test this pre-
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23Several prominent theories have suggested that extraverts implicitly associate people with rewards. Two
24studies involving 268 participants were conducted in order to test this prediction. Study 1 utilized a tra-
25ditional implicit association test, and Study 2 utilized a single-category implicit association test capable
26of providing separate indices for different associations in memory. Across both studies, extraverted par-
27ticipants displayed a more robust association between people and reward. Study 2 also indicates that
28extraversion was unrelated to the association between punishments and the absence of people. These
29studies therefore confirm an important prediction following from reward sensitivity theories of extraver-
30sion and may help to explain extraverts’ increased sociability.
31� 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.
32
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34

35 1. Introduction

36 1.1. Extraversion and reward sensitivity

37 It is now well-accepted that extraversion is a prominent dimen-
38 sion of human personality (Wilt & Revelle, 2009). In psychometric
39 research, factor analyses have repeatedly yielded a personality
40 dimension characterized by adjectives such as ‘‘talkative’’, ‘‘asser-
41 tive’’, and, of course, ‘‘extraverted’’ (e.g., Goldberg, 1990; John,
42 1990; Norman, 1963). Moreover, these results have replicated
43 across languages and cultures (e.g., Saucier, 1997; Saucier,
44 Hampson, & Goldberg, 2000; Somer & Goldberg, 1999). Consistent
45 with extraversion’s major markers, early researchers considered
46 individual differences in sociable behaviors as the core, defining
47 feature of this trait (e.g., McCrea & Costa, 1987).
48 However, more recent theories of extraversion have empha-
49 sized its emotional and motivational basis (e.g., Carver, Sutton, &
50 Scheier, 2000; Depue & Collins, 1999; Elliot & Thrash, 2002;
51 Lucas, Diener, Grob, Suh, & Shao, 2000; Smillie, 2013; Watson,
52 Wiese, Vaidya, & Tellegen, 1997; Zelenski & Larsen, 1999). While
53 these theories differ in emphasis and in details, they all propose
54 that individuals high on the extraversion continuum (henceforth
55 ‘‘extraverts’’) have a more sensitive reward system than individu-
56 als low on the extraversion continuum (henceforth ‘‘introverts’’).

57Research on the emotional and motivational consequences of
58extraversion certainly supports this view. One of the most robust
59findings in the personality literature is that extraverts report
60higher levels of positive affect than introverts (see Lucas & Fujita,
612000; Watson, 2000; Wilt & Revelle, 2009, for relevant reviews).
62This relationship is especially pronounced while individuals are
63in the process of pursuing a rewarding outcome (Gomez, Cooper,
64& Gomez, 2000; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1991; Smillie, Cooper, Wilt, &
65Revelle, 2012). Beyond this, extraverts also condition to rewards
66more effectively (see Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; Smillie,
67Pickering, & Jackson, 2006, for relevant reviews). Perhaps as a
68result, they expect positive situations to be more rewarding
69(Zelenski & Larsen, 2002; Zelenski et al., 2013), and they actually
70seek out positive situations more frequently (e.g., Lucas, Le, &
71Dyrenforth, 2008; Mehl, Gosling, & Pennebaker, 2006; Srivastava,
72Angelo, & Vallereux, 2008).
73Research on the neurological and psychological basis of extra-
74version is also consistent with this view. For example, extraverts
75exhibit a stronger response to positive incentive stimuli within
76areas of the neurological reward system (e.g., the caudate nucleus;
77Canli et al., 2001), as well as its projections (e.g., the anterior cin-
78gulate cortex; Canli et al., 2001; Smillie, Cooper, & Pickering,
792011). At a cognitive level, research shows that extraverts allocate
80more attention to rewarding stimuli (Derryberry & Reed, 1994;
81Paelecke, Paelecke-Haberman, & Borkenau, 2012), and they exhibit
82stronger implicit associations between different positive concepts
83in memory (Robinson, Moeller, & Ode, 2010).
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84 1.2. People as rewards

85 Despite this large body of research on extraversion and reward
86 sensitivity, increased sociability remains an important, defining
87 feature of extraversion (Wilt & Revelle, 2009). Research shows that
88 it is impossible to divorce measures of extraversion from their ori-
89 ginal focus on sociability (Ashton, Lee, & Paunonen, 2002). Extra-
90 verts also seek out social situations more frequently than
91 introverts (Lucas et al., 2008; Mehl et al., 2006; Srivastava et al.,
92 2008), and allocate more attention to social stimuli (Fishman, Ng,
93 & Bellugi, 2011).
94 This raises an interesting puzzle: If reward sensitivity is a core
95 feature of extraversion, then why does sociability remain so central
96 to this construct? In the current investigation, we built upon an
97 idea proposed by Lucas et al. (2000, p. 455), among others. These
98 authors suggested that extraverts seek out and enjoy social situa-
99 tions so much more than introverts simply because they are a

100 prominent and important reward for human beings (cf. Lucas &
101 Baird, 2004). According to this view, there is nothing truly unique
102 that draws extraverts to social situations other than the fact that
103 these situations are so frequently rewarding.
104 This suggestion is consistent with a multitude of theories (e.g.,
105 Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Bowlby, 1969; Maslow, 1968; Ryan,
106 1991) which have proposed that human beings possess an innate
107 psychological need for relationships with conspecifics. According
108 to Baumeister and Leary’s (1995) influential evolutionary analysis,
109 our species evolved in interdependent social groups. Thus, the
110 desire to establish and maintain social relationships promoted sur-
111 vival and reproduction in multiple fashions. Relationships could
112 allow individuals to provide mutual aid and support to one
113 another; to more effectively exchange information and expertise;
114 and to more effectively obtain shared goals (cf. Park & Hinsz,
115 2006). Consistent with these theories, empirical research indicates
116 that social acceptance (Blackhart, Nelson, Knowles, & Baumeister,
117 2009), social power (Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003), and
118 social situations more generally (e.g., Clark & Watson, 1988;
119 Emmons & Diener, 1986; Fleeson, Malanos, & Achille, 2002;
120 Pavot, Diener, & Fujita, 1990) all increase positive affect.

121 1.3. Extraversion, conditioning, and implicit associations in memory

122 If the increased sociability of extraverts is due to the rewarding
123 nature of social situations, this generates a number of testable pre-
124 dictions regarding the psychological basis of this trait. Given that
125 extraverts condition to reward more effectively (Matthews &
126 Gilliland, 1999; Smillie et al., 2006), these individuals should also
127 develop stronger associations between people and positivity fol-
128 lowing positive social experiences. Bliss-Morreau, Feldman
129 Barrett, and Wright (2008) provided support for this proposal. Par-
130 ticipants were first briefly exposed to pictures of people paired
131 with positive, neutral, or negative social behaviors. Afterward, par-
132 ticipants were instructed to make ‘‘snap’’ judgments about the
133 valence of those faces. The results indicated that extraverted par-
134 ticipants were more capable of learning that faces paired with
135 positive social behaviors were indeed positive.
136 While Bliss-Morreau et al.’s (2008) study is extremely impor-
137 tant, it focused solely on short-term learning in response to an
138 experimental manipulation. It did not investigate whether such
139 effects endure over time; whether extraverts naturalistically form
140 such memory associations as a result of their daily experiences; or
141 how such associations are stored in memory. The purpose of the
142 current investigation was to build upon this prior research and fill
143 these gaps.
144 We specifically tested the idea that extraverts have come to
145 automatically associate people in general with reward. Robinson
146 (2007) has proposed that extraversion is specifically linked with a

147tendency to form automatic associations in memory with positiv-
148ity. This emphasis on automaticity is consistent with a longer line
149of theorizing which suggests that extraversion is linked with sub-
150cortical neural systems (i.e., the dopaminergic reward system;
151Depue & Collins, 1999), which operates on the basis of reflexive
152information processing systems (see Lieberman, 2000; Lieberman,
153Gaunt, Gilbert, & Trope, 2002).
154Research demonstrates that conditioning procedures do not just
155affect people’s behaviors or conscious judgments. They also affect
156people’s automatic associations in memory (Hermans, Baeyens, &
157Eelen, 2003). After a previously-neutral stimulus is repeatedly
158paired with a rewarding stimulus, participants begin to implicitly
159associate that stimulus with positivity. This result has been obtained
160using a variety of paradigms, including Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell,
161and Kardes (1986) affective priming paradigm (e.g., De Houwer,
162Hermans, & Eelen, 1998) and Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz’s
163(1998) implicit association test (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001).
164Robinson et al. (2010) recently provided evidence that extra-
165verts do indeed display stronger positive implicit associations in
166memory. Across three studies, these authors found that extraverts
167displayed more robust interconnections between different posi-
168tively-valenced concepts in memory. By contrast, extraversion
169was not systematically related to the strength of negative implicit
170associations in memory.
171If social interactions are indeed rewarding, then they should
172come to be associated with positivity at a general level. Given
173that extraverts condition to reward more effectively (Bliss-
174Morreau et al., 2008; Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; Smillie et al.,
1752006), these individuals should develop stronger associations
176between people and reward. Two studies were thus conducted
177to test the prediction that extraverts would exhibit a more robust
178implicit association in memory between the broad category of
179people and reward.

1802. Studies 1 and 2

181In Study 1, participants completed an implicit association test
182(IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998), which is one of the most fre-
183quently-used and well-validated measures of implicit associations
184in the social cognition literature (e.g., Fazio & Olson, 2003). The IAT
185was designed to measure participants’ implicit associations
186between reward and the broad category of people. Following this
187task, participants completed a well-validated measure of extraver-
188sion (Goldberg, 1999). It was predicted that extraverted partici-
189pants would display a stronger implicit association between
190people and reward.
191In Study 2, we sought to replicate and extend the findings of
192Study 1. A weakness of the traditional IAT is that it cannot provide
193separate indices of different associations in memory (Bluemke &
194Friese, 2008). For example, Quek and Ortony (2012) recently used
195a computer simulation to demonstrate that IAT compatibility
196effects can arise from a variety of different underlying memory
197associations. In the context of the current study, this is important
198because theories suggest that extraversion is associated with posi-
199tive affectivity and appetitive conditioning, and not with negative
200affectivity or aversive conditioning (e.g., Watson, 2000). Thus, par-
201ticipants in Study 2 completed the single-category IAT (Bluemke &
202Friese, 2008). This is a relatively minor modification of the original
203IAT which is nonetheless capable of providing separate indices of
204people–reward associations in memory and no-people–punish-
205ment associations in memory (Quek & Ortony, 2012). It was pre-
206dicted that extraverts would display a stronger implicit
207association between people and reward, and that they would not
208display a stronger implicit association between the absence of peo-
209ple and punishment.
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210 In both studies, we also sought to provide evidence of discrimi-
211 nant validity. We specifically sought to show people–reward associ-
212 ations in memory were not systematically related to other
213 potentially pertinent aspects of the Big Five, including both agree-
214 ableness and neuroticism. Like extraversion, agreeableness is a
215 highly interpersonal dimension of personality. It is systematically
216 related to prosocial and antisocial behaviors (e.g., Graziano,
217 Habashi, Sheese, & Tobin, 2007; Meier, Robinson, & Wilkowski,
218 2006). Nonetheless, research has not uncovered any systematic
219 associations between this trait and positive affect or reward process-
220 ing (e.g., Watson, 2000). Thus, there is little reason to expect this trait
221 to be systematically associated with implicit people–reward associ-
222 ations in memory. This prediction was tested in both studies.
223 Research has also shown that neuroticism is linked to negative
224 affect and punishment-processing (Carver et al., 2000; Elliot &
225 Thrash, 2002; Smillie et al., 2006; Watson et al., 1997; Zelenski &
226 Larsen, 1999). Thus, it is a natural point of comparison for extraver-
227 sion. Because this trait has not been linked to sociability or reward-
228 processing, we predicted that it would not be related to implicit
229 people–reward associations in memory. This prediction was tested
230 in Study 1. Because this dimension of personality showed no evi-
231 dence of a unique relationship with the implicit measure in Study
232 1 (see results from Study 1 regression analysis, below), we did not
233 administer it again in Study 2. In the interests of brevity, the two
234 studies are presented together.

235 2.1. Method

236 2.2.1. Participants
237 One-hundred and forty-two undergraduate psychology students
238 (107 female; 35 male; M age = 19.5) from the University of Wyo-
239 ming participated in Study 1 in exchange for course credit. One-
240 hundred twenty-six students (89 female; 37 male; M age = 20.4)
241 from the same population participated in Study 2. Hofmann,
242 Gawronski, Gschwender, Le, and Schmitt (2005) found that the
243 average correlation between IAT-based measures and correspond-
244 ing explicit self-report measures was r = .24. Both studies thus
245 achieved adequate power to detect this expected effect size (Study
246 1: 1 � b = .83; Study 2: 1 � b = .79).

247 2.2.2. Apparatus and stimuli
248 All participants completed the studies on one of five Windows-
249 based computers using E-Prime software (version 2.0). All comput-
250 ers were equipped with a specially-altered Empirisoft keyboard
251 with less than 1 ms recording error.
252 Ten pictures of people socializing in various settings (e.g., res-
253 taurants, living rooms, streets, etc.) were gathered from several
254 online sources to serve as ‘‘people’’ stimuli. To provide matched
255 ‘‘no-people’’ stimuli, 10 pictures of the same settings containing
256 no people were also gathered from online sources.
257 In both studies, 10 words related to the concept of ‘‘benefits’’
258 (stimuli = aid, allowance, assistance, bonus, gain, gift, income,
259 prize, profit, respect) and 10 words related to the concept of ‘‘costs’’
260 (stimuli = bill, cost, damage, expense, fee, injury, loss, penalty, pun-
261 ishment, reprimand) were used as stimuli. Words were selected
262 from a thesaurus, and they were matched in terms of word length
263 and word frequency, all ps > .59.
264 We opted for these category labels over alternative possible
265 labels for two reasons. First, the more typical labels of ‘‘pleasant’’
266 and ‘‘unpleasant’’ were deemed to be overly general. Smillie et al.
267 (2012) recently demonstrated that extraverts do not report
268 increased positive affect in situations involving passive enjoyment
269 (e.g., lying on a beach). Consistent with reward-sensitivity theories
270 (e.g., Smillie, 2013), these individuals instead report positive affect
271 specifically when pursuing rewards (e.g., trying to earn money).
272 Thus, we desired labels more strictly tied to reward. Second, we

273were concerned that more explicit category labels (i.e., ‘‘reward’’
274and ‘‘punishment’’) would cue images of radical behaviorism
275(e.g., Little Albert) for our young, psychology-student participants.
276In contrast, the labels of ‘‘benefit’’ and ‘‘cost’’ specifically convey
277the intended meaning without priming superfluous associations
278in our participant population.

2792.2.3. Measures and procedures
2802.2.3.1. Study 1 implicit association task. Study 1 participants
281arrived at the laboratory, provided informed consent, and began
282the implicit association test (IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998). Partici-
283pants were told that their job was to categorize each stimulus as
284it was presented on screen. The task was divided into 5 blocks.
285At the start of each block, participants were told what categories
286of stimuli would appear in that block and which button to press
287for each stimulus category.
288The logic of the IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998) is relatively
289straightforward: If a participant automatically associates two con-
290cepts with one another, it should be easier for them to pair these
291concepts with the same response, relative to different responses.
292Thus, an automatic association is revealed by faster RTs when
293the relevant categories are paired with the same response, relative
294to different responses (see Fig. 1, for a visual illustration).
295Thus, there were two target blocks of substantive interest. Both
296blocks involved a mixed categorization task in which the partici-
297pant categorized all four stimulus types (i.e., benefits, costs, people,
298& no-people) using two keys (i.e., the left & right arrow key). In the
299congruent block, response mappings were designed to match the
300expected association between people and benefits, as well as the
301expected association between the absence of people and costs
302(see Fig. 1, upper left, for an example trial). Participants were
303instructed to press the left arrow key for pictures containing no
304people and cost words and to press the right arrow key for pictures
305containing people and benefit words. In the incongruent block,
306these response mappings were altered to contradict the expected
307associations (see Fig. 1, lower right, for an example trial). Partici-
308pants were instructed to press the left arrow key for pictures con-
309taining people and cost words, and they were instructed to press
310the right arrow key for pictures containing no people and benefit
311words.
312The order of these two target blocks was counter-balanced
313across participants. Prior to each target block, participants com-
314pleted practice blocks in which they were given practice with each
315categorization task in isolation. Thus, all participants first com-
316pleted a block in which they practiced the cost/benefit categoriza-
317tion task in isolation (cost = left arrow; benefit = right arrow).
318These response mappings remained constant throughout the
319remainder of the task. Immediately prior to the congruent and
320incongruent target blocks, participants were given practice at the
321response mappings for the upcoming people/no-people categoriza-
322tion task in isolation (congruent practice: no-people = left arrow,
323people = right arrow; incongruent practice: people = left arrow,
324no-people = right arrow).
325Each stimulus word was presented as center screen, and
326response mappings were displayed throughout the task. Partici-
327pants were instructed to categorize each stimulus as quickly and
328accurately as possible using the displayed mappings. The word
329remained on-screen until a response was registered, and there
330was a 500 ms blank delay following correct responses. Incorrect
331responses were followed by a 1000 ms error message. Each exem-
332plar of the relevant categories was presented once during each
333block in a random order. Thus, there were 20 trials during each
334practice block and 40 trials during each target block.

3352.2.3.2. Study 2 single-category implicit association task. Study 2 par-
336ticipants arrived at the lab, provided informed consent, and
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337 completed a single-category implicit association test (SC-IAT;
338 Bluemke & Friese, 2008). The SC-IAT uses the same underlying
339 logic as the traditional IAT, and thus it provides an opportunity
340 for replication of Study 1’s results. Nonetheless, the SC-IAT pro-
341 vides important additional information beyond the traditional
342 IAT, in that it can simultaneously provide separate indices of differ-
343 ent memory associations.
344 To do so, only one word type (i.e., either cost words or benefit
345 words) was presented during each target block (see Fig. 2 for a
346 visual illustration). ‘‘People’’ and ‘‘no-people’’ pictures were pre-
347 sented during all target blocks. As a result, participants completed
348 four block types of substantive interest: In the congruent-benefit
349 blocks, response mappings were designed to match the expected

350association between people and benefits (i.e., press one key for
351people & benefits; press another key for no-people; see Fig. 2,
352upper left, for an example trial). In the incongruent-benefit blocks,
353response mappings were designed to contradict the expected asso-
354ciation between people and benefits (i.e., press one key for no-peo-
355ple & benefits; press another key for people; see Fig. 2, upper right,
356for an example trial). In the congruent-cost blocks, response map-
357pings were designed to match the expected association between
358the absence of people and costs (i.e., press one key for no-people
359and costs; press another key for people; see Fig. 2, lower left, for
360an example). In the incongruent-cost blocks, response mappings
361were designed to contradict the expected association between
362the absence of people and costs (i.e., press one key for people

Fig. 1. Example trials from implicit association test, Study 1. Note: All stimuli appeared in both block types. Different stimuli types are inserted for illustration only.

Fig. 2. Example trials from single-category implicit association test, Study 2. Note: ‘‘People’’ and ‘‘no-people’’ pictures appeared in all block types; while ‘‘benefit’’ and ‘‘cost’’
words appeared only in benefit and cost blocks, respectively.
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363 and costs; press another key for no-people; see Fig. 2, lower right,
364 for an example).
365 The strength of participants’ people–benefit association is
366 revealed by faster responding during the benefit-congruent block,
367 relative to the benefit-incongruent block. Similarly, the strength
368 of each participant’s no-people–cost association is revealed by fas-
369 ter responding during the cost-congruent block, relative to the
370 cost-incongruent block.
371 Participants completed two target blocks of each type. For each
372 block type, response mappings were counter-balanced across the
373 two completions of that block type (e.g., 1st congruent-benefit
374 block: left arrow = people & benefits; right arrow = no-people; 2nd
375 congruent-benefit block: left arrow = no-people; right arrow = peo-
376 ple & benefits). Prior to each target block, participants completed a
377 practice block in which they practiced the response mappings for
378 the upcoming people/no-people categorization task in isolation.
379 All blocks were completed in a random order. Participants were
380 given instructions regarding which categories of stimuli would be
381 presented within a given block and which keys to press for each
382 category. Response mappings were displayed on screen through-
383 out the task.
384 Within each block, all stimuli for the relevant categories were
385 presented at least once. To ensure an equal frequency of both
386 responses in the target blocks, each stimulus from the category
387 requiring a unique response (e.g., the no-people pictures in the
388 congruent-benefit block) was also presented a second time
389 (Bluemke & Friese, 2008). Thus, there were 40 trials in each target
390 block and 20 trials in each practice block. All stimuli were pre-
391 sented in a random order. Each stimulus was presented at center
392 screen and remained on screen until a response was registered.
393 There was a 500 ms blank pause following correct responses.
394 Incorrect responses were followed by a 1000 ms error message.

395 2.2.3.3. Personality assessment. Following the IAT, participants from
396 both studies completed a series of questionnaires containing
397 Goldberg’s (1999) freely-available, broad-bandwidth measure of
398 extraversion (Study 1: a = .88; Study 2: a = .89). This scale contains
399 10 statements (e.g., ‘‘I am the life of the party’’) indicative of a per-
400 son’s tendencies toward extraversion. Five items are reverse-
401 scored. Participants were asked to indicate how accurately each
402 statement described them, using a 1 (extremely inaccurate) to 5
403 (extremely accurate) response scale. Goldberg is one of the leading
404 advocates of the Big Five as a descriptive taxonomy of human per-
405 sonality (e.g., Goldberg, 1990), and he has extensively validated
406 this scale (Goldberg, 1999). For example, it correlates highly with
407 other widely-used and copyrighted measures of extraversion
408 (e.g., Costa & McCrae’s, 1992, NEO-PI extraversion scale). It exhibits
409 superb discriminant validity (e.g., it exhibits lower correlations
410 with other dimensions of the Big Five). Furthermore, it possesses
411 superb test–retest reliability and internal consistency.
412 To provide evidence of discriminant validity, we also adminis-
413 tered Goldberg’s (1999) agreeableness and neuroticism scales.
414 Agreeableness was assessed in both studies (10 items; 4 reverse-
415 scored; Study 1: a = .82; Study 2: a = .81). Neuroticism was
416 assessed in Study 1 only (10 items; 2 reverse-scored; a = .84).
417 Due to highly non-significant results with this construct in Study
418 1, neuroticism was not measured again as part of Study 2. These
419 scales have also been extensively validated by Goldberg (1999).
420 All additional questionnaires were included to distract partici-
421 pants’ attention from the central hypothesis, and they are not of
422 substantive interest. All questionnaires were administered to par-
423 ticipants in a random order, and all questions within each ques-
424 tionnaire were administered in a random order as well.

425 2.2.3.4. Preparation of RT data. RT data was prepared for analysis
426 according to the recommendations of Greenwald, Nosek, and

427Banaji (2003). Specifically, we calculated the D algorithm recom-
428mended by these authors. Greenwald et al. found that this algo-
429rithm outperformed several alternative algorithms in terms of
430convergent validity (i.e., increased correlations with explicit atti-
431tude measures), discriminant validity (i.e., decreased correlations
432with overall RT, removal of other procedural artifacts), internal
433consistency, and experimental validity (i.e., sensitivity to known
434experimental influences on the IAT). Although this algorithm was
435originally designed specifically for use with the traditional IAT,
436we also applied it to the SC-IAT in Study 2 for the sake of
437consistency.
438In accordance with Greenwald et al.’s (2003) recommendations,
439we first took two steps designed to eliminate the undue impact of
440outliers. Trials involving RTs longer that 10,000 ms were discarded
441(Study 1 & 2: <.01% of trials), and participants exhibiting RTs faster
442than 300 ms on greater than 10% of target trials were dropped from
443analyses (Study 1: 1 participant; Study 2: 0 participants). Next,
444participants’ mean RT for each block type and their pooled SD
445across block types was calculated. To provide a RT-based index
446which also reflected error rates, RTs for trials involving an error
447were then replaced with each participant’s average RT for that
448block plus 600 ms (Study 1: 5.4% of trials; Study 2: 4.5% of trials).
449Finally, participants’ average error-corrected RT for each block type
450was calculated. These error-corrected RTs formed the basis of all
451normative analyses of patterns within the IATs themselves.
452In order to test the hypothesized relationships between IAT per-
453formance and extraversion, we calculated Greenwald et al.’s (2003)
454D statistic itself. In Study 1, each participant’s average error-cor-
455rected RT in the congruent block was subtracted from their average
456error-corrected RT in the incongruent block. This difference score
457was then divided by the participant’s pooled SD (calculated prior
458to error-correction). In Study 2, this same procedure was per-
459formed separately for benefit and cost blocks.

4603. Results

4613.1. Study 1 normative analysis

462A paired samples t-test indicated that the congruency manipu-
463lation significantly affected error-corrected RTs in Study 1, t
464(141) = 13.38, p < .0001. Participants responded faster during the
465congruent block (M = 792 ms; SD = 168) than the incongruent
466block (M = 981 ms; SD = 222 ms). Thus, the average participant
467responded faster when people were paired with the same response
468as benefits, and when the absence of people was paired with the
469same response as costs.

4703.2. Study 1 extraversion analyses

471Consistent with hypotheses, extraversion was positively corre-
472lated with the magnitude of the congruency effect in Study 1,
473r = .18, p = .03. To illustrate the nature of this effect, we next esti-
474mated the magnitude of the IAT congruency effect for participants
475high (M + 1 SD) and low (M � 1 SD) in extraversion (Aiken &
476West, 1991). These results are displayed in Fig. 3. The congruency
477effect was significant among introverted participants (mean
478D = .48; mean incongruent RT = 941 ms; mean congruent
479RT = 790 ms), t (140) = 8.32, p < .0001. However, this congruency
480effect was stronger among extraverted participants (mean
481D = .66; mean incongruent RT = 1021 ms; mean congruent
482RT = 795 ms), t (140) = 11.43, p < .0001.

4833.3. Study 1 discriminant validity analysis

484We next sought to test whether the IAT congruency effect was
485uniquely related to extraversion. Consistent with expectations, the
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486 magnitude of the congruency effect was not significantly related to
487 either agreeableness, r = .13, p = .12, or neuroticism, r = �.09,
488 p = .27, at the zero-order level. Moreover, when extraversion, neu-
489 roticism, and agreeableness were simultaneously entered as pre-
490 dictors of the congruency effect in a multiple regression analysis,
491 extraversion emerged as a nearly-significant predictor, b = .15,
492 p = .08. However, neither neuroticism, b = �.02, p = .78, nor agree-
493 ableness, b = .09, p = .28, emerged as significant predictors. Because
494 neuroticism’s unique relationship with the congruency effect very
495 closely approximated a null effect in Study 1, it was not assessed
496 again in Study 2.

497 3.4. Study 2 normative analysis

498 In Study 2, error-corrected RTs were examined within a 2 (Word
499 Type: benefit vs. cost) � 2 (Congruency: congruent vs. incongru-
500 ent) repeated measures ANOVA. The main effects of Word Type,
501 F(1, 125) = 4.58, p = .03, and Congruency, F (1, 125) = 9.44,
502 p = .003, were both significant. However, these main effects were
503 qualified by a significant interaction, F (1, 125) = 6.32, p = .01.
504 Subsequent t-tests indicated that the congruency effect was sig-
505 nificant within the cost blocks, t (126) = 3.42, p = .0008, such that
506 RTs were faster in the congruent-cost blocks (M = 686 ms;
507 SD = 177) relative to the incongruent-cost block (M = 737 ms;
508 SD = 215) block. Counter to expectations, however, the congruency
509 effect was not significant within the benefit blocks (congruent-
510 benefit blocks: M = 692 ms; SD = 179; incongruent-benefit blocks:
511 M = 691 ms; SD = 151), t = .07, p = .94. It therefore appears as
512 though the average participant in this sample associates the
513 absence of people with punishment, but does not associate the
514 presence of people with rewards. Regardless, though, our main
515 interest was in individual differences in these tendencies and their
516 relation to extraversion. We now turn to analyses addressing this
517 main hypothesis.

518 3.5. Study 2 extraversion analysis

519 Consistent with hypotheses, extraversion exhibited a significant
520 positive correlation with the magnitude of the congruency effect in
521 the benefit blocks, r = .19, p = .03, but not in the cost blocks,
522 r = �.12, p = .17. To illustrate the nature of the significant hypoth-
523 esized effect, we estimated the magnitude of the benefit-block con-
524 gruency effect for participants high (M + 1 SD) and low (M � 1 SD)
525 in extraversion (Aiken & West, 1991). These results are displayed
526 in Fig. 4. As can be seen there, introverted participants did not dis-
527 play a significant benefit-block congruency effect (mean D = �.05;
528 mean congruent RT = 711 ms; mean incongruent RT = 686), t
529 (124) = �1.27, p = .20. In fact, these participants exhibited a non-
530 significant tendency to respond faster in the incongruent-benefit
531 blocks, relative to the congruent-benefit blocks. In contrast,

532extraverted participants exhibited a nearly-significant benefit-
533block congruency effect (mean D = .07), t (124) = 1.71, p = .09, such
534that they were somewhat faster to respond in the congruent-ben-
535efit blocks (M = 673 ms) relative to incongruent-benefit blocks
536(M = 697 ms).

5373.6. Study 2 discriminant validity analysis

538We next sought to determine if effects were specific to extra-
539version or generalized to another aspect of the Big Five model,
540namely agreeableness. Consistent with expectations, agreeable-
541ness did not exhibit a significant zero-order correlation with the
542magnitude of the congruency effect in the benefit blocks, r = .12,
543p = .15, or the cost blocks, r = �.02, p = .78. Moreover, when agree-
544ableness and extraversion were simultaneously entered as predic-
545tors of the benefit-block congruency effect in a multiple regression
546analysis, extraversion emerged as a significant predictor, b = .18,
547p = .049, but agreeableness did not, b = .09, p = .28.

5483.7. Study 2 residual analysis

549Because the SC-IAT provides an index which uniquely repre-
550sents the strength of the people/benefit association in memory, it
551was possible to ask an additional question in Study 2: Are extra-
552verts truly faster to pair people with reward during the benefit-
553congruent block specifically? Or are the above-obtained effects
554solely due to slower RTs in the incongruent block? This is an
555important question because it is most straightforward to propose
556the extraverts have a stronger excitatory connection between the
557concept of people and reward, which is most directly reflected by
558faster RTs during the benefit-congruent block of Study 2.
559To answer this question, it was first important to remove vari-
560ance in RT which could be explained in terms of general-purpose
561processing speed. Processing speed has been linked to fluid intelli-
562gence in past research (e.g., Fry & Hale, 1996) and is generally con-
563sidered a nuisance variable when using RT measures to assess
564implicit associations in memory (e.g., Greenwald et al., 2003). Con-
565sistent with the presence of such a nuisance variable, RTs within
566the benefit-congruent and benefit-incongruent block were strongly
567correlated with one another, r = .73, p < .0001. To remove this var-
568iance, we used a linear regression analysis to calculate a residual
569score. This score represents variance in benefit-congruent block
570RTs which could not be explained in terms of variance in benefit-
571incongruent block RTs. While this variable remained highly corre-
572lated with error-corrected RTs in the benefit-congruent block,
573r = .69, p < .0001, it was completely uncorrelated with RTs in the
574benefit-incongruent block (i.e., r = 0).
575Consistent with hypotheses, extraversion exhibited a signifi-
576cant, inverse correlation with this residual score at the zero-order
577level, r = �.20, p = .03, indicating that extraverts were faster to
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578 respond when people were paired with benefits. Agreeableness
579 was not significantly correlated with this variable at the zero-order
580 level, r = �.15, p = .10. Moreover, when extraversion and agreeable-
581 ness were simultaneously entered as predictors of residual RTs in
582 the benefit-congruent block, extraversion emerged as a significant
583 predictor, b = �.18, p = .046, but agreeableness did not, b = �.12,
584 p = .17. This suggests that high levels of extraversion are uniquely
585 related to a stronger excitatory connection in memory between the
586 categories of people and reward.

587 4. General discussion

588 4.1. Summary of hypotheses and results

589 Recent theories have contended that high levels of extraversion
590 are the result of a highly sensitive reward system (e.g., Carver et al.,
591 2000; Depue & Collins, 1999; Elliot & Thrash, 2002; Smillie, 2013).
592 A large amount of data is consistent with this assertion (see
593 Smillie, 2013; Wilt & Revelle, 2009, for reviews). Nonetheless, indi-
594 vidual differences in sociable behaviors remain an important fea-
595 ture of this personality dimension (Ashton et al., 2002). It is not
596 immediately clear why sociable behaviors would be so central to
597 a personality dimension which is determined by the sensitivity
598 of the reward system. To help understand why this is the case,
599 we built upon proposals suggesting that social situations are quite
600 frequently rewarding for human beings (Lucas et al., 2000).
601 Because extraverts more effectively condition to reward
602 (Matthews & Gilliland, 1999; Smillie et al., 2006), these individuals
603 should have developed stronger implicit memory associations
604 between people and rewards.
605 Two studies were conducted to test this prediction. In Study 1,
606 participants completed an IAT (Greenwald et al., 1998), assessing
607 the strength of participant’s automatic association between people
608 and rewards. A shortcoming of this paradigm is that it cannot pro-
609 vide separate indices of the people–reward association and the no-
610 people–punishment association (Quek & Ortony, 2012). To provide
611 separate indices along these lines, Study 2 used a single-category
612 IAT (Bluemke & Friese, 2008). Across studies, the results were con-
613 sistent: Relative to introverts, extraverts displayed a stronger
614 implicit association between people and reward.
615 Several features of these studies also helped to rule out alterna-
616 tive explanations. First, this effect could not be explained in terms
617 of other pertinent aspects of the Big Five. Extraversion’s relation-
618 ship with implicit people–reward associations remained largely
619 significant after controlling for agreeableness and neuroticism.
620 Second, Study 2 indicated that extraversion was not systematically
621 related to the implicit memory association between punishments
622 and the absence of people. Finally, extraversion was also signifi-
623 cantly related to faster RTs within the benefit-congruent blocks
624 of Study 2, thus providing a rather specific and rigorous test of
625 the proposal that extraversion is related to the strength of an excit-
626 atory connection between people and reward.
627 Beyond this, several features of the results indicate that these
628 results are due to a true memory association between people and
629 rewards, and not to procedural artifacts. For example,
630 Rothermund and Wentura (2004) contended that congruency
631 effects in the IAT can sometimes result from salience rather than
632 memory associations. When each category contrast within an IAT
633 involves a more salient category, participants are faster to pair
634 these two salient categories with the same response even in the
635 absence of a true memory association. However, the current results
636 cannot be explained in this manner. Within the current study, the
637 concept of ‘‘people’’ was clearly more salient than the background
638 category of ‘‘no-people’’. Rothermund and Wentura argued that
639 negative concepts are more salient than positive concepts (cf.

640Pratto & John, 1991; Wentura & Rothermund, 2003). Thus, a sal-
641ience account would suggest that participants would be faster to
642pair the salient category of people with the negative concept of
643costs. In contrast to this, participants in the current studies were
644actually faster to pair costs with the background category of ‘‘no-
645people’’. Thus, a salience-based explanation of these results is not
646viable.
647Deutsch and colleagues have also suggested that negation exhib-
648its many characteristics of controlled processing (Deutsch,
649Gawronski, & Strack, 2006; Deutsch, Kordts-Freudinge, Gawronski,
650& Strack, 2009), calling into question whether our IATs can appropri-
651ately measure associations to the category of ‘‘no-people’’. This may
652be problematic if this category was a central aspect of the current
653studies’ results. However, Study 2 indicated that extraverts specifi-
654cally displayed a stronger implicit association between people and
655rewards, and that the category of ‘‘no-people’’ or punishments was
656not central to these findings. In summary, the current findings
657appear to reflect a true memory association between people and
658rewards, rather than procedural artifacts.
659Nonetheless, the current studies can of course not answer all
660questions related to this topic. An important debate in the litera-
661ture is whether extraversion is uniquely related to sociability or
662not. Ashton et al. (2002) have argued that the tendency to seek
663social attention is indeed central to extraversion; while Lucas
664et al. (2000) and Lucas and Baird (2004) have argued that the
665increased sociability of extraverts is simply one reflection of a
666broader tendency to seek out rewarding situations. According to
667this latter perspective, then, extraverts would exhibit an equally
668strong tendency to associate reward with non-social incentive
669stimuli (e.g., food, money, intoxicants); while the theory of Ashton
670et al. would suggest that extraverts would more strongly associate
671people with reward, relative to non-social incentives. The current
672study was not designed to address this debate. Because of the cen-
673trality of sociability to extraversion, we deemed it important to
674first assess whether extraversion was related to the implicit peo-
675ple–reward association in memory at all. Nonetheless, we strongly
676encourage future researchers to study this issue by examining
677whether extraverts more strongly associate non-social incentives
678with reward, relative to social stimuli.

6794.2. Does the average person associate people with rewards?

680A surprising aspect of Study 2’s results was that the average
681participant did not implicitly associate people with rewards. Based
682on a straightforward people-as-rewards model (e.g., Lucas et al.,
6832000), one would expect this association to appear in the popula-
684tion at large. Past research suggests that social situations are expe-
685rienced as rewarding. Many social situations – including social
686acceptance (Blackhart et al., 2009), social power (Keltner et al.,
6872003), and simply interacting with another person (e.g., Clark &
688Watson, 1988; Emmons & Diener, 1986) – all evoke positive
689emotions.
690We would first like to emphasize that the null association
691between people and reward at the normative level should be rep-
692licated before any strong conclusions are made. This finding nei-
693ther predicted nor a central focus of the current studies.
694Moreover, it may also depend upon the particular nature of the
695social stimuli employed. While past studies indicate that, in gen-
696eral, social interactions are experienced as positive in people’s
697daily lives (e.g., Clark & Watson, 1988), these interactions do not
698consist of a participant passively staring at a static image of strang-
699ers. Instead, it is likely that most daily social situations consist of a
700participant actively interacting with friends and loved ones who
701are known to accept and like the participant. Thus, past studies
702focus on very different stimuli than the current study.
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703 Beyond this, research shows that not all social situations are
704 experienced as enjoyable. The experiences of social rejection
705 (Blackhart et al., 2009; Nezlek, Wesselman, Wheeler, & Williams,
706 2012) and low power (Keltner et al., 2003) are most certainly not
707 enjoyable. Moreover, shallow conversations (Mehl, Vazire,
708 Holleran, & Clark, 2010) and impersonal interactions (e.g., with
709 classmates or co-workers; Csikszentmihalyi & Hunter, 2003) are
710 also not associated with positive emotional reactions. It may there-
711 fore be important to dissect social situations in more detail in order
712 to discover the situations which the average person associates with
713 reward. It seems quite likely that the average person would implic-
714 itly associate the concepts of ‘‘friends’’ or ‘‘social acceptance’’ with
715 reward. As the current studies demonstrate, though, only some
716 individuals associate strangers or the broader category of ‘‘people’’
717 with reward. These tendencies are systematically linked to the trait
718 of extraversion.

719 4.3. Introversion and the anticipation of positive affect in social
720 situations

721 It is interesting to note that when introverts are in a highly
722 social situation, even they respond with positive affect (see
723 Zelenski et al., 2013). Nonetheless, these individuals do not expect
724 this to be the case. Instead, these individuals expect to feel embar-
725 rassed and self-conscious in social situations. Based on such find-
726 ings, Zelenski et al. (2013) has argued that introverts display an
727 affective forecasting error (see Wilson & Gilbert, 2005). These indi-
728 viduals do not expect socializing to be enjoyable, but in fact they
729 do find it enjoyable once they engage in it. Viewed from this per-
730 spective, the current results may suggest that this cognitive error
731 may extend even to the implicit level. Even though social situa-
732 tions are quite enjoyable, introverts have failed to form memory
733 associations accurately reflecting that this is the case. Perhaps as
734 a result, they fail to seek out these situations.
735 An alternative (and perhaps complementary) way of viewing
736 these results is from a motivational perspective. Neurological
737 researchers have long distinguished between wanting and liking
738 (Berridge, 2009; Berridge & Robinson, 2003). Wanting refers to
739 the anticipatory desire to obtain a reward, while liking refers to
740 the feeling of satisfaction that occurs following the attainment of
741 a reward. Research indicates that wanting and liking are distinct
742 psychological states supported by separate neurological regions.
743 It has been argued that extraversion is specifically related to want-
744 ing and not to liking (Smillie, 2013). Consistent with this, Smillie
745 et al. (2012) recently found that extraverts only report higher lev-
746 els of positive affect when they are actively pursuing rewards. In
747 situations involving passive enjoyment, extraverts report levels
748 of positive affect which are statistically equivalent to introverts.
749 Viewed from this perspective, implicit associations to reward
750 may be viewed as part of the wanting system. Such associations
751 form following the attainment of reward from a specific stimulus
752 (e.g., other people), but their main function is to motivate individ-
753 uals to seek out the relevant stimulus in the future (Custers &
754 Aarts, 2007). Thus, introverts may find social situations as enjoy-
755 able as extraverts (see Zelenski et al., 2013). Nonetheless, they pos-
756 sess a less active wanting system and fail to implicitly associate
757 social situations with reward. Perhaps as a result, introverts fail
758 to seek out rewarding social situations in the future. Future
759 research should systematically examine this possibility.

760 4.4. The function of implicit associations between people and reward

761 The current results may also help to explain the typical conse-
762 quences of extraversion. Many studies have shown that introverts
763 seek out social situations less frequently (Lucas et al., 2008; Mehl
764 et al., 2006; Srivastava et al., 2008), report higher levels of

765loneliness (e.g., Asendorpf & van Aken, 2003; Cacioppo et al.,
7662006; Stokes, 1985) and depression (see Kotov, Gamez, Schmidt,
767& Watson, 2010, for a meta-analysis). Implicit associations
768between people and reward may provide one psychological mech-
769anism explaining these outcomes.
770Aarts and colleagues have conducted an impressive body of
771research on the function of implicit positive affect (see Aarts,
7722007, for a review). These authors have argued that when positive
773affect is implicitly associated with a goal object, individuals
774become more strongly motivated to attain that goal. Consistent
775with this, Custers and Aarts (2007) found that individuals who dis-
776play stronger implicit associations between socializing and posi-
777tive affect invested more effort to enter a social situation. Beyond
778this, Custers and Aarts (2005) also found that experimentally cre-
779ating implicit associations to positive affect increased the effort
780participants would invest to obtain a desired outcome (cf. Aarts,
781Custers, & Marien, 2008). Given this, future research should inves-
782tigate whether people–reward associations mediate the effects of
783extraversion on socialization.
784Perhaps more substantively, though, this account may provide a
785non-obvious means of motivating introverts to seek out social sit-
786uations and overcome feelings of loneliness. Studies clearly show
787that implicit associations can be experimentally created through
788conditioning procedures (Hermans et al., 2003). While introverts
789may take longer to form these implicit associations due to their
790less sensitive reward system (Smillie, 2013), extended condition-
791ing procedures should eventually be successful even for these indi-
792viduals. If successful, such conditioning procedures could motivate
793introverts to seek out social situations. Beyond this, these protocols
794may even prove to be an effective means of alleviating the
795increased levels of loneliness (e.g., Cacioppo et al., 2006) and
796depression (Kotov et al., 2010) associated with introversion.
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